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**Abstract:** European competition law today needs more attention to innovation and consumer protection than ever before. Starting from the comparative study of the Microsoft cases in Europe and the US, we reconstruct the need for the European Institutions to adopt a more economic approach. Following the example of the US, this change is taking place, albeit more slowly. The European institutions will have to support this process politically.
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1. Introduction

U.S. and EU antitrust policies have always been different. The former focuses on boosting the economy trying to provide the cheapest and highly innovative products for consumers; the latter always aims to create a single internal market without barriers and with a sustainable development among competitors\(^1\). Both the U.S. and EU antitrust institutions dealt with Microsoft’s unilateral market behavior with the consequence of resulting in different approaches and different remedies. The main competition problems arisen were the refusal to deal with and the tying conduct which found Microsoft guilty. Despite the difficulties to prove guiltiness in such a controversial area of competition law, the different remedies show which were and are the antitrust targets and the tools used to foster the economy. The U.S. approach with the Microsoft case was the most reasonable one, trying to restore the violated market balance without damaging the dominant firm in the software sector and its ability to innovate. Instead, the European Institutions sacrificed the possibility to boost the software industry with new and further inventions imposing code removal remedies to Microsoft. The attempt to create a perfect and ideal market has not allowed the European Commission to focus on fostering innovation and encouraging competitors to fill the gap.

This is because innovation has become increasingly important in markets. Not only to stimulate competitors to improve their market products but also for increasing consumer welfare. For this reason,

the abuse of dominance needs to be examined carefully without stating \emph{a priori} its unlawfulness.

This paper aims to analyze the EU decisions and rulings in the Microsoft case in a comparative approach with the U.S. The objective is not to declare which antitrust framework is more efficient but only to show how the European Commission decision chose to pursue competitors demands despite market innovation i.e. consumer welfare.

It is also a comparative analysis with a foreign country which guides policy makers to follow new guidelines and understand the developments of a particular approach. The evolution of the U.S. theory after their Microsoft judgement spread rapidly till it got in Europe. The Court of Justice of the European Union seems to appreciate the U.S. “more economic” approach focused on competition, consumers and innovation. The path to introduce this new antitrust policy in Europe will be slow and tough. But it is the duty of European Institutions to pave the way for future, where innovation and society welfare ranked first.

\textbf{2. Microsoft’s liabilities and the European Commission analysis}

Everything started with a complaint to the European Commission (EC) from a Microsoft rival in the software operational system’s market, Sun, which claimed that Microsoft stopped to share interoperability information, useful to develop products in the downstream market of work group server operating systems. The EC ex officio started to investigate and, apart from the refusal to supply
with, also found a tying liability. Microsoft tied to its software Windows Operational System (WOS) another application Windows Media Player (WMP) in order to enter in the media player market. This technical tying allowed Microsoft to take advantage of its distributional network and ubiquity in software to present a new product and to foreclose consumer’s choices for a different media player product. Anyone who had bought the Microsoft software, would have automatically made the choice for that media player.

According to the Commission², Microsoft leading position in the software market was used to conquer the media player market; there was a tying liability because Windows and WMP were different and separated products; and there was a predatory conduct to create barriers for rivals and gain the consumers interest. The Commission claimed the breach of Article 102 TFUE ³ imposing various commitments to Microsoft as remedies in accordance to the Regulation 1/2003⁴. Clearly, the Commission noticed a coercion in that market resulting in the will to defeat the exclusionary conduct rather than the attempt to remove it.

Concerning the refusal to supply, the EC claimed that, thanks to the previous sharing of interoperability information provided by Microsoft’s, rivals would have made their products worthier enabling them to increase their sales; at the same time, they would avoid useless costs in order to beat Microsoft’s disclosure barriers⁵.

---

³ Consolidated versions of the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 2012/C 326/01
⁵ Kai-Uwe Kuhn and John Van Reenen, 'Interoperability and market foreclosure in the European Microsoft case' (Centre for Economic Performance special papers (CEPSP20) Centre for Economic Performance, London School of Economics and
other hand, the EC argued that WMP was a different product and that consumers approached it as such. Worthless was Microsoft defense trying to explain that since WMP was part of WOS they belonged to the same market thus had the same demands.

The test run by the EC to prove if there was a distinct demand for the tying product without the tied one, was not supported by any evidence on the consumer viewpoint. Moreover, regarding the refusal to disclose information to rivals, Microsoft’s arguments were based on the right to choose freely to whom grant a license in accordance with its intellectual property rights. On Microsoft’s appeal in front of the General Court, the judgement didn’t face the intellectual property issues and the Court just stated the presumption that the refusal of supply interoperability information was a predatory conduct in order to foreclose competitor’s participation in that market.

It is clearly showed that the competition problem arisen by the EC is structural. It is not represented by the potential harmful effect of tying on the consumer welfare or the innovation but rather the presence of a dominant market power able to create barriers for
competitors. The European antitrust policy is highly concentrated in this decision, in the appeal judgement and in the final remedies.

3. The ineffectiveness of the European remedies and the lack of evidence

It is interesting to analyze the remedies taken by the EC upheld by the GC and to compare them with the remedies adopted by the U.S Department of Justice (DOJ) dealing with a similar Microsoft case. The aim is to prove that the European antitrust policy and the consequent measures of public enforcement adopted in the case, do not encourage innovation in high tech industries. This policy damaged the only dominant firm which may have stimulated the software market and induced rivals to bridge the gap. The EC should understand that “restoring competition must not be interpreted as reaching perfect competition”\textsuperscript{10}. And the remedies should aim to restore the previous market dynamics without attempting at future developments. Moreover, art.7 of the Regulation 1/2003 states how remedies should be proportionate to the conducts found illegal in order to assure the welfare of competition and not of competitors. Even the presence of a dominant firm among small rivals shall not be fought since remedies should be aimed to preserve the competitive dynamics without altering the incentives that a dominant undertaking may enroll in the market process. The EC found that the market conditions could be restored imposing Microsoft to re-share interoperability information among competitors and creating a new

\textsuperscript{10} Ibid.
version of WOS without WMP. But clearly, these remedies did not show the intention to increase the average of consumer benefits. On one hand, they only imposed a duty on Microsoft to share their data with competitors. The EC did not justify this solution upon Microsoft, and it did not attach evidence that “the lack of information from Microsoft stopped competitors to innovate and to provide new products to consumers”\(^\text{11}\). On the other, the EC required a new version of Windows with WMP unbundled in order to break the technical tie. Nevertheless, it was clear that the remedies would be proven ineffective.

The original version of WOS with WMP integrated was more attractive than the one without the application. When Microsoft created the new unbundled version, Windows XPN, it was priced the same, but the consequence was a clear lack of demand from the market. It was obvious the appeal for the bundled version for consumers\(^\text{12}\).

During the investigations, Microsoft was continuing to sell WOS with WMP and despite this, it did not conquer the media player market as declared by the EC. Therefore, the tying behavior did not affect the competitors because the dominant position was still held by the firms iTunes and Adobe’s flash.\(^\text{13}\) These measures taken by the EC and upheld by the GC provided huge damages to Microsoft and to its selling’s. Were these remedies of public enforcement suitable in a high-tech industry with a steady need for innovation? Damaging the only dominant firm able to innovate this sector is it the right option

\(^{11}\) Ibid.
\(^{13}\) Padilla and Kalmus (n 4)
for a public Authority which role is to implement the market and consumers welfare?

The narrowed EC’s interpretation of Art. 102 TFEU finding guilty all the dominant positions have harmed software market. The huge lack of evidence from the EC’s decision and the GC’s ruling showed the a priori consideration of the unlawfulness of predatory strategies. Does this approach benefit competition and consumers?

To address these questions, it will be carried out a comparative analysis of the EU’s Microsoft case with the U.S one. Similar liabilities but different remedies.

4. U.S Microsoft case

As declared by R. Hewitt Pate, Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust, afterwards the EC’s decision in the Microsoft ‘case in 2004, antitrust policy should pay attention to the consumer welfare and the steady need to implement one of the most innovative industry of this century. He also argued that the EC’s decision too easily imposed the largest antitrust sanction (497 million euro) and the “code removal” measures without considering the complexity to address the illegality of unilateral conducts. Moreover, without taking into consideration the consequences on the market and the competition game.

This speech has been delivered not without knowledge of the facts. The U.S. Courts and the Department of Justice (DOJ) have already dealt with Microsoft dominant position and its predatory conduct. In fact, in 2001 the Court of Appeals represented by Judge Posner has
been called to rule on the case *United States v. Microsoft Corp.* 14 because abusive behaviors have been found during the investigations of the DOJ. Similarly, to the European scenario, Microsoft was guilty of a refusal to deal with and for having bundled to its WOS, Internet Explorer (IE).

The comparative exercise will show two different outcomes in Microsoft’s controversy in the EU and the U.S. As we have already seen, EU antitrust practice aims to design an ideal competitive market trying to create unity, cooperation, and conformity among competitors. The U.S antitrust policy is focused on consumers satisfaction and it is clear how the Sherman Act defends competition and not competitors.

The U.S. Microsoft judgement paved the way for a new approach to unilateral conduct from a dominant firm where the awareness of an incoming new economy must not be blamed and overwhelmed by the devastating effect of litigation. 15 Judge Posner claimed that the old fashioned and traditional antitrust law must adapt to the new environment, in which a complex technological industry is growing rapidly. Competition rules should take into consideration that technical upgrades are required in order to foster innovation and to achieve higher technological standards. They will provide benefit to the society and to the market. 16 A rule of reason is essential in order to set aside the obsession of monopoly power and of dominant positions in the market. In this industry we cannot deny the

16 Ibid.
essentiality of dominant firms because it is thanks to the investments and the risk taken by them that economy growth and innovation can be achieved.

This statement does not mean that Microsoft conduct is lawful. It means that in designing the remedies, Courts and Public Authorities should consider the long-term effect on the economy, on the market and on the innovation essential need. In the U.S case, the DOJ, which run the investigations, claimed that there was a tying liability bundling WOS with the IE browser. In fact, it stated that Internet Explorer constitutes a separate product from WOS because it has a double existence as physical and commercial application. Despite this interpretation, the Court of Appeals recognized IE as a new creative integration with a value-adding. It was a legitimate combination with the aim of upgrading the operational system and to provide a new product. As integrated product, Microsoft could not enter in the browser market with a monopoly power. Surely Microsoft would have affected competitors selling but the software bundling would have provided further efficiencies. Therefore, Judge Posner deemed that “the new antitrust approach to software tying should move from a “per sè analysis” to a more flexible rule of reason.” The same rule of reason should guide public authorities to limit redundant and avoidable competition constraints. The bundling, in a new economic scenario, should be tolerable for its procompetitive outcomes. Despite the new and revolutionary interpretation of competition rules by Judge Posner, Microsoft was found guilty of

18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
many exclusionary conducts such as the refusal to disclose interoperating and communicating information to competitors.

4.1 The difference in remedies

The EU and U.S. Microsoft ‘cases not only have different interpretations of the concept of dominant position in the high-tech industry, but different remedies adopted. As it was argued, in both cases Microsoft tactics were found illegal respectively under the provisions of Article 102 TFEU and Section 2 of the Sherman Act. The U.S. Court of Appeals and the General Court both ordered Microsoft to share the interface information to rivals needed with the aim to deal with WOS. First difference is that the U.S. judgement did not ask Microsoft to provide all Windows specific information allowing competitors to create a new compatible version. A wide disclosure of these sensitive information could have damaged Microsoft market position and its attitude to innovate. Contrary, the General Court upholding EC’s decision, ordered Microsoft to restore the previous level of interoperability information to competitors without any consideration of the intellectual property rights.

Second difference regards the tying liability. The remedy addressed in the U.S. judgement was not a binding obligation to separate WOS from IE browser but only to make it easier for consumers to uninstall IE and choose another browser. In this way competitor’s browser


22 Ibid.
could have been install on Windows. Instead, the European reaction against Microsoft was to compel to design a new version of Windows rid of WMP.

Third difference is that U.S authorities have used the rule of reason as parameter to assess Microsoft conducts. Thereby they have had a rational approach in order to not discourage Microsoft to invest in innovation and letting the market gain some benefits. The EC theory of harm, instead, is based on considering tying a priori an anticompetitive tactic without collecting enough evidence and try to take into consideration the advantages for the market. As already demonstrated the EC did not add evidence neither that Microsoft was likely to acquire a monopoly in the media player market and either that there was a huge demand of the WOS version with WMP unbundled23.

The European competition policy revealed its limits in the Microsoft case without being able to pursue competition and market innovation. Moreover, some authors argued that EC obstinacy tending for an ideal market competition, has led to not consider the “commercial usage exception” of Article 102 TFEU24. If the bundled tying and tie products have given rise to a commercial demand, the EC should have recognized its commercial use not qualifying it as anticompetitive. This exception could have created efficiencies in the European software industries inspiring many more firms to innovate and to reduce the gap with the dominant undertaking. But the EC is still believing that it cannot preserve the market dynamics without safeguarding competitors.

23 Nicholas Economides and Ioannis lianos (n7)  
24 James F Ponsoldt and Christohper D David (15)
5. Comparative considerations and the developments of European antitrust policy

The comparative exercise with the U.S judgment did not aim to show an alternative and more effective antitrust policy. It aims to show how the different approach between the U.S. Court and the EC in addressing Microsoft behaviors has allowed to highlight the centrality of innovation in competition markets. Taking measures of public enforcement against a dominant firm to end the breach of legal provisions, it should not result in undermining the position of the firm and its contribution to the market. After the U.S Microsoft judgement, the DOJ and the Federal Trade Commission started to interpret the Sherman Act in the sense of a more economic approach, where abusive and exclusionary strategies are examined under the lens of procompetitive justifications. In U.S this is possible because the Sherman Act does not enunciate the objectives of competition policy such as the TFEU, since in U.S. the antitrust rules are modified in accordance with the new policies. This new approach is witnessed by several case that were ruled in this sense. In *Verizon V Trinko*\(^{25}\), the Supreme Court for the first time refused the perfect and ideal competition target for embracing a “resource-advantage” economic theory in which the abuse of dominance should be interpret in a consumer welfares way\(^{26}\).

In Europe, after the Microsoft case, it was hoped this new economic approach could be achieved and that the antitrust authorities could

\(^{25}\) Verizon Communications, Petitioner v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP 540 U.S. 398
start to read art.102 in a wider sense. In 2009, the EC published Guidance on its enforcement priorities in applying Article 102 TFEU to exclusionary abusive conduct\textsuperscript{27} and it was claimed that with this further step, the new antitrust scenario would have paid more attention to procompetitive justifications from dominant firms in order to increase innovation and consumer benefits. Moreover, the Guidance introduced a “effects based” approach according to which the EC shall analyze the predatory conduct of the dominant undertaking and its actual or potential effect only on dynamic and productive competitors\textsuperscript{28}. The aim should be to avoid the dominant firm to create barriers and hindrances to efficient competitors for their and market development. Despite this further step and the will to adopt a more economic approach, the European Authorities continued to handle the following case law with a narrow interpretation of art.102, of dominant positions and of procompetitive acts. In \textit{Intel Corp. v European Commission} case\textsuperscript{29}, the General Court stated that the “efficient competitor analysis” must not be applied and that the profitable effects for competition could not be accepted\textsuperscript{30} in presence of exclusionary acts. It just denied the possibility to change the case law approach to art.102 declaring, instead, the a priori unlawfulness of predatory tactics despite the procompetitive effect. Hopefully, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU)

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid paragraph 23.
\textsuperscript{29} Case T-286/09 RENV Intel Corp. v European Commission [2014]
overturned the GC’s judgement arguing that the EC must not interpret the TFUE provisions but only apply and enforce the Union Law. The interpretation of the Treaty, of the art.102 TFEU, is reserved to the Court. In *Intel* final ruling\(^{31}\), the CJEU clarified that when the dominant undertaking prove with authoritative evidence the benefits for competition, specific industry innovation and consumers welfare, a deeper analysis of the case is needed\(^{32}\). Presumption of illegal conducts will still survive for these strategies, but the EC carries the obligation to consider all the procompetitive evidence attached by the leading firm.

This seems the first step for the introduction of a more economic and innovation-oriented interpretation of Art.102 TFEU. And the fact that it comes from the CJEU and not from the EC shows how the real and authoritative interpret of the European Treaty is paving the way for a new antitrust trend.

### 6. CONCLUSIONS

The Microsoft inquiry in both European and U.S case has shown the difficulty to address and to crystalize such a controversial concept such as the abuse of dominant position. The methodology used in this paper is a comparative approach. A comparative exercise because Countries, international and supranational organizations do not have

---

\(^{31}\) Case C-413/14 P Intel Corporation Inc v European Commission [2017] (“CJEU Judgment”)

legislative laboratories to test new policies or legislative reforms. So, comparison allows Governments, Parliaments, public Authorities, and academics to analyze the foreign framework trying to introduce and adapt that outcomes in the own legal environment.

This is what happened after the Microsoft case in Europe. In its attempts to create a perfect and ideal market, the EC undermine Microsoft potential attitude to innovate in such a complex industry such as the software one. The code removal measures were unsuitable to that specific case. Evident proves comes from the U.S Microsoft case and how the U.S. Court dealt with it. Penalizing Microsoft for its predatory tactics with remedies that did not fit to the case, attempted to its capacity to innovate and benefit the market. This procompetitive interpretation of the abuse of dominance has given birth to the theory of the more economic approach which it has been spreading rapidly in U.S. case law. Not without surprises we have seen how this theory has landed even in Europe, first with the Guidance on the Commission’s priorities in the abuse of dominance ex art.102 TFEU, and after with the case law ruled by the CJEU. A slow but steady development from the European Authorities. As far as I’m concerned, it seems that the CJEU, as the unique interpret of the European Treaties, has understood how competition policy cannot focus exclusively on market outcomes and competitors safeguard. Innovation is the new target that should challenge public entities. And in order to fulfil it, firms must be encouraged to invest and to take the risk without the fear of an antitrust inquiry in case of success. Intellectual property rights are one of the key features of the high-tech industry and its development. It should be the task of competition policy to protect intellectual inventions of firms and their potential success. *Microsoft v Commission* has shown which should not be the approach and which must be the European antitrust new
task. A new interpretation of art.102 considering the need for innovation in the marketplace seems to pick up speed. It will be fundamental to encourage the spread of the more economic approach in antitrust case law. The future is in innovation and European competition policy must realize it.
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